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This summary of the most significant trends in interlibrary

cooperation selectively reviews some early examples and developments

to the present day. Except for a small section on international

library cooperation, it concentrates on cooperation among public

state, special, ac demic and federal libraries of the U.S.A. The

efforts of library professional organizations to promote library

cooperaticn are also c vered. The entire paper is divided into two

parts: cooperation by type of library or organization and pope ati n

by function, and in each part the major problems are briefly

identified. Within each topic references are made to major works

treating the particular t pic, and a complete citation is included in

the working bibliography.

Because of the need to limit treatment of this subjec

developments in cooperation among school libraries, among federal

departmental libraries, between libraries and the book trade, and

between libraries and the indexing and abstracting services are not

treated. This paper also does not discuss contributions towards

standardization, such as the ANSI Committees Z39 and PHS despite its

fundamental position in support of the development of interllbraLy

services and systems.



DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS BY TYPE OF ORGANIZATION

MUNICIPAL AND COUNTY DEVELOPPIENTS: Public Library cooperation has come

about gradually over many decads. The most significant and

persistent development has been the enlarging of administrative units.

During the latter half of the nineteenth century the municipal library

was generally a small independent unit supported by local taxes.

About 1890 when Massachusetts created a separate agency for the sole

purpose of offering library extension services, the state became

involved in enlarging library units. (see Joeckel in bibliography at

end of article) . However, since state agencies were generally not

very effective until after 1950, it was the county movement which

produced the most important early cooperative developments in_ the

public library field.

The county movement had its beginnings in 1900 when libraries

in Ohio and Maryland were organized for county service. (see Morgan)

Laws permitting counties to provide county library service h d been

enacted by 1926 in thirty-one states and the territory of Hawaii.

California had the lead in county libraries with forty-three counties

out of a possible fifty-eight participating. (ALA, 1926) By 1936

forty-five states had plans in which county or regional

libraries were a common feature. (Nelson)

metropolita county or regional "system" consists
several library units connected by a central administration which

attempts to provide services which the individual units find diffi

or impossible tO provide separately.

multijurisdictional public library systems

Opillation in the tinit'ed.tatp*; m r
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under half the multi-county and county-wide systems were founded

before 1945. "Five important services -- systematic referral of

information requests, centralized processing, centralized purchasing

systemwide users' privileges, and bookmobile service -- are provided

by mo e than three-fourths of the systems." (1)

(11 Nelson, p.

Therefore, a major part of the cooperative developments in public

libraries can be attributed to the enlargement of units.

ignificant ..ncouragement of the county movem ent came from

state aid, studies by the American Library Association (ALA) , and

efforts of the Works Progress Administration. The Committee on

Library.Extension of ALA compiled.a study in 1926 which recommended

that the basis for adequate rural public fibre y service be the county

or other large unit, and suggested more active participation by state

library extension agenc es in every state. County service

demonstrations, b gun in seven southern states in 1929, were sponsored

by WPA projects in the thirties and later put on a permanent basis.

(Morgan) One of the major problems of the public library extension

movement has been the inequalities of service, By 1944 only one

quarter of all U.S. counties had county libraries. (Noon)

Another major problem is the lack of systems in metropolitan

areas Systems development has been hampered by the growth of

independent public libraries in suburban areas governed by a variety

of political units-and by the use of the older central city by

suburban residents rot

York have established

commissions wh

paying taxesto the city. Both.Detroit-en

metropolitan sys ems 'through independent

New

ch do not diapend solely on city taxation. The library

,in,Detioit Ls-operated'by the Oetr01,,t' Ljbrary -compispion';''ct,rtexed*

the State of Michigan, rather than by the city government. (Campbefl
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A similar independent commi sion, the New York Metropolitan Reference

and Research Library Agency (METE was established in 1964. METRO

has already set up a Central Advisory.and Referral Service for the New

York metropolitan area. (Cory)

According to the survey by Nelson Associates, the greatest

obstacle standing in the way of system development is fear of loss of

autonomy. A "characteristic weakness ... (of county systems is)

Unwillingness of the better established municipal libraries to be-

come part of the system for fear of dissipating their resources." (2)

(2) Ibid. 16.

Other problems frequently encountered in developing systems are

shortage of staff and ina equate financial support. Insufficient

funding, sometimes due to state leqal limitations on taxes, appears to:

be the worst problem facing current syst_ms. Despite these

circumstances, directors favor :-xpansion and further consolidation

with other systems. (Nelson)

DEVELOPMENTS AT THE STATE LEVEL: Until very.recently, states provided

very little encouragement to the growth of larger library systems.

The state did not bring about system development because it possessed

neither the incentives nor the coercive power necessary to accomplish

this objective.

The Library Services Act of 1956 LSA) changed this ,

situati n. One re'quirement for receiving federal aid w s the

development by,a state agency of a state plan for rural library

services was periissible to spend fuads for urban libraries if

they were included ns part*.of.the entire plan. (Brown) The Library

Services and Construction Act of .1964 (LSCA ) also channeled.its.funds

fox public Jibrary construction throughstate lib ary agencies. Title
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III ce.f the amended LSCA (1966) specifically encourages states to plan

system development. (Cohen) Despite federal assistanc- the

development of state systems has been uneven because of the

inequalities of state funds. "As of 1967, nineteen stats have no

tate aid programs; cv the remainder, eleven states account for all

except a fraction of the total, $34,700,000. (3)

(3) Ibid., _ 254.

Three st t s have produced strong and comprehensive

statewide systems since 1956, basing their programs upon Federal

assistance. These states are Hawaii, Pennsylvania, and New York.

Hawaii's system is a truly state-wide, state-governed library system.

LsA funds made possible a survey which established the Hawaii pattern

for the statewide system passed by its legislature in 1961. (U.S.

Office of Education) The entire state is included in a network of

thirty-f ur branch libr ries using uniform loan regulations and

operated from the State Libr ry without local funds. The Pennsylvania

state system, inaugurated in 1962 according to a plan developed with

LSA funds, has a hierarchical system of thirty districts each with a

state supported headquarters library and four regional resource

centers. R ference and interlibrary service are filtered to the top.

(Haas)

-In the. state Of New Yotk-be veen 1,46 and 1962; eeven hundred

pub ic libraries became part of twenty-two systems assisted by the

Library Services fect. The New York Education Department set up a

committee in 1960 on Reference and Research Library Resources (3R s)

which recommended a similar hierarchical system: the county syste

nine Heterence and Resourc, counc ls, three geographical referral

centers, and nine subject referral centers all of which are research

libraries. Refer nce questions and interlibrary loan requests pass
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through various levels until answered. The en ire system is monitored

by the State Library. New York state has also experiment d with

Facsimile Transmission System (FACTS) which was discontinued after a

six month experience in 1967 because of technical difficulties and

high costs. (Prentiss)

Other states have used teletype facilities to link th ir

libraries for interlibrary loans. Oklahoma's teletypewriter system

(OTIS) links public, academic and special libraries as well as the

state library. In Texas, a statewide information netw rk was

established in 1969 to handle interlibrary loans via t lephone and

teletype facilities. (Shank, 1970)

In addition to statewide services in reference and

interlibrary loan, some states have developed statewide technical

processing. Georgia has had a state catalog card service since 1944,

and hy 1958 this service was furnishing thirty regional public library

systems with catalog cards. (Drewry) Hawaii has statewide centralized

processing for both public and school libraries. In 1966 Missouri

State Library expanded two existing processing centers into a single

technical processing center for all public libraries except those in

the Kansas City and St. Louis areas. (Vann). According to the Nelson

survey, the greatest economies from centralization occur in cataloging

rather than purchasing and phy ical preparation. It.should also

noted that one ef the greatest disappointments of system service was

the slow delivery of books caused by centraliz 4 processing.

The evidence can lead one to be very critical of states for

the lack of suitable legislation, adequate financial support :Planning

and leadership. A problem facing all states is th

library taüdards for different kinds of systems

detailed information on existing public libra

lack of public

as well as the lack

ystemS.

COOPERATION .AMONG SPECIAL L .SPediai.librariee hiv'e
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cooperated in several ways In order to make the most efficient use of

their resources. Larger corporations have develoPed centralized

services for their branch librari s. General Motors Corporat on ha s

twenty-two company libraries; however since'1927 all interlibrary

loans have been handled through its central library. (Jackson) Using

remote on-line terminals, IBM has a technical processing network based

in Poughkeepsie in which sev n of its far flung libraries voluntarily

pa ticipate, perserving individual library autonomy while achieving

economical sha ing of the system. (Wolpert) smaller corporate

libraries have developed arrangements with other corporate libraries.

In Minneapcli , six small companies formed a coop rative library

association by 1963, coordinated their buying, encouraged interlibrary

loans, and discussed mutual problems. (Miller) As another-example,

the Associated Science Librari- 'of San Diego, established in 1963,

includes corporation libraries, Universities and colleges, pnblic

libraries, government agencies and museuMs. It has produced union

list and facilitated research through referrals. (Budington)

The federal government has encouraged cooperation of special

libraries through the State Technic 1 Services At of 1965 which

contributed federal funds to state prograM$ for making scientific and

technical,informati n available t- bUsineSs:(Stevenson) These funds

hAvelm (10,-pOssibae a e(lional Information -nd CoMmunica ion Ex-hange

in HouSton,, thp Industrial Information:SerVice iff:Dallas, and a

program- in,califprnia that links the State Lib ary, pcLA4 and pub ic

aibraries -in,tbe Fresno CPunty area-'-aal,to Ese_ve indnstry."

'han 19 9, 66.

The StatC Univergity of N w York Biom dical Communication

example of special library cooperation asing the latestNetwork is a

technology. Qper tional in 1968, it links the four m dielal centers of

9
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SUNY with ten agencies' medical library facilities. Computer based

biblioaraphical files maintained in Syracuse contain thP NLM Catalbj

1966 to date, five years of MEDLARS records, the records -f three sUNY

m dical libraries 1962 to date, union list of seriaLtities from Y,

and selected entries f m the Harvard University Countway Library of

Medicine 1968 to date. This file can be- accessed via tyeewrit

terminals. (Biomedical Communication twork)

C llege and research librarie's hav also made special

arrangements to cooperate with special libraries. Stanford University

Libraries established a s parate library office in 1958, called the

Technical infermation Service, now serving over 300 industrial and

commercial firms. Regular members pay for each citation delivered,and

the membership provides reading. room use loans, photocopy service,

interlibrary loans from caitside Stanford, and the right to recommend

purcha es. Thus tha TIS provides a sw tching service betweep a major

research li ry and local special libraries. (Weber, 1963)

Massachusetts Instit of Technology also maintains a similar fo mil

program of services h an annual fee. (Nicholson)

ge

The unique problem of indepenie special libraries is their

-ral mission-directed-collections and their necessarily

co t-effective evaluation. They are not.of a scal to compare with

the larg_

are

Because Of

pecial librari.s a ademic libraries, yet best of

ted f providing use ul, aggr ssive service o Companias.

hese f the balance of interlibrary loan, however,

requests .

n the-sidecf the special. library which .must' depend

,outside resources for fr quent.assistance:

of interlibrary lending among industrial

borrowed an average o

corpo

voluMes per. year an

According to a survey

ation libraries, they

volumes a yea (ShapiC, 1.969) veral studies fl

libraries are filling nearly 100 per cent of

with considerable reliance on other libra

n

e tha

all guest

ies. (5)

y-seven

special

made of them
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(5) Ibid., p. 63.

Therefore, net orks which will provide rapid transfer of information

4s and when needed may offer the best solution for satisfying the

needs of special libraries.

1 ADEMIC LIBRARY COOPSRATION: CooperatiOn among academic a d research

libraries has taken many forms: acquisitions', cataloging, interlit)rary

lending, and automated services which are treated bolow by function.

Here is treated int rinstitutional cooperation consisting of informal

and "formal agreements between wholly independent libraries,

contractual arrangements between two or more libraries, merging of two

more librari,s, and reorganization if state institution fhigher

education into one system and unification of their lib- ries." (6)

(6) Lowell. p. 31-32.

In sharp contrast to municipal, county, state and special libra ies

where the vast majority of significant interlibrary developments have

come in the past fifteen years, academic and research libraries have

h d major programs for seventy years 7- with cubstantial expansion in

type of prog ams during the past forty years.

An example of an informal arrangement among sev ral

tions is CLUNY the Cooperating Libraries of Upper New York .

t included Buffalo University Colgate University,

stit
1931

Grosvenor Library, Hamilton College

university, and;Union college. :This

clearinghoUSe, for mutual

Syracuse University, +Cornell

group functioned until 1939 s a

problems and cooperated on a union list of

periodicals and the joint purchase of microfilm of early Englisil

publications. Lowell) Three, he original members of cLgNY

1
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(Buffalo, Syracuse, and Cornell) are now part. of PAUL (Five Associated

University Librarie ) which has compatibility of computer systems as a

Chief emphasiS. (nccarthy)

An example of a formal agreement between ind p nd nt

libraries is the Duke/North. Carolina Enter-Library Project. In 1931,

Duke University andthe University of North Carolina decided upon

special collecting areaS. With,agrant from the General Education

board, the libraries were able to exchange author cards from their

catalogs; in 1935 a aessenger s rvice was inaugurated. Two more North

Carolina institutions joined in 1995 and full borrowing privileges

were e tended'to all memb rs. (Ertell)

A contractual arrangemeiLt among several libraries is the

Joint University Libraries founded in 1938 by Vanderbilt University,

George Peabody College, and Scarritt College. Operating under a Joint

Board of Trustees, the facility is an independeht. entity1 jointly

owned and financed by the participants. (Ertell) The Claremont

College library system began in 1431 when a contractual arrangement

among. Claremont Graduate School, Pomona College, ahd Scripps College

established a 'joint order aad catalog department to serve the three

libraries. (Lowel There is now a:common facility, the Honnoll

Library, constructed in 1952; serving six Clareaont Colleges:

Claremont Gradu te School and Univers ty Center,. Claremont nen'

College, Harvey Mudd Pitter, 'Pomona, and. Scripps,Collegesf.

exaa'ple of the merger of two or more librarie.s is the'

Atlanta Center Trevor Arnett Library in Atl4nta, Georgia

nt frcm the Cerieral Education Board -ih 1937, it

colleges of A lanta: Atlanta University Norehousm CO

College, Borris Brown college, Clark College, and GR

eminary. Low 1)

Another Na iatio

unification of research 'Libra

erinStitUtional

under state CO

Budlt with

serves six

liege, Spelman

mon \:kl'heological

cooperation,

rol., was pio e
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by he Oregon. State Board of Higher Education in 1932. The Board

appointed one director of libraries for the entire state system,

established the principle of free Circulation among all state

institutions and set up a central order division which now takes the

form of "a combined author list of all hooks and periodicals in the

St te System ... maintained in the Order Department of the Oregon

State University Library in Corvallis to eliminate unnecessary

duplication of material " (7)

(7) Oregon, State University, BULLETIN; CATALOG ISSU

1968/69 (Corvallis, Oregon: Oregon State University, 1968),

p. 10.

The University of California at 8erkeley AUTHOR-TITLE-CATALOG

published in 1 63 to share research resources: and the UCLA catalog

which followed, were part of the broad program of cooperation among

the campuses of- the 11niv'ersity at-California recommended by the All

UniversitY Faculty Conference and formalized by the egerits in

.8eptember 1961. tate University of New York (SUNY) established

in 1948, has sixty.colleges and centers-presently. in operation. In

1966, the c nttal SUNY administrative staff-drew up a program for

library development including establishment of a university wide

communications network, a cotnputr based union catalog f

entire system, and a procese'ing center for

cataloging and physical preparation of np

More r cent forms of interinstitutional

r holdings of

he. acquisition

Material. (Cox)

dis

cooperation will he

ussed in a section of this paper on Consortia. None of:the above

dev lopments is_frequent en ugh to enable a distinct trend to be

discerned. Major needs are standards or criteria for assessing

progress compilationc of detailed data on existing arr ngem n

funds to provide expetmentation, a d greater efforts by libra i n-

More



design more effective cooperative endeavors.

FEDERAL LIBRARIES AND LEGISLATION: Library cooperation has resulted

froi centralized services provided by the "national" libraries, from

their efforts.to standardize the automation of libraries, and from

federal legislation aimed at coordinating efforts of libraries.

The Library of Congress, founded in 1800 as a library for the

national legislature, now provides significant instances of

centralized servic s for the nation in acquisitions, cataloging, and

interlibrary loan. LC began acquiring foreign-government documents in

1867 through cooperation in an international exchange program, and

took on an aspect of a national library in 1870 when two copies of

every work copyrighted ill the United States were automatically

deposited in the collection: In 1965 LC began acquiring a more

comprehensive .collection of foreign publications through a cooperative

program, the Nation:al Program for Acquisitions and Catalog ng (NPAC)

which will be described later.

The-Library of. Congress made printed catalog cards publi ly .

a-ailable for every book it catalOged after 1901. It als- began

building a National Union Catalog in 1901, the expansion and

publication of which is reviewed below.

LC, in addition to its centralized acquisitions and

cataloging services, maintains a vast int rlibrary loan program.

"Materials from the Library's collections that are not at the moment

in demand by Congress and the rest of the Government and that,cannat

be obtain d otherwjse, are now lent to other librarie

and abroad when there is a genuine scholarly n ed.

Library of Congrebs, 1969, p. 45 .

in this country

According to the annual report of LC, there wtre one quarte of a
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million volumes loaned during 1968.

The National Library of Medicine (NLM) was formed from the

Army Medical Library by an act of 1956.. NLM mechanized its indexing

rVices in 1960, and three years later it began ,,toring these

citations on the co_puter for use in MEDLARS (Medical Literature

Analysis and Retrieval system) which produces twenty-one major

indexes including INDEX MEDICUS, a moathly index to 2,200 of the

world biomedical journals. As a result of,the Medical Library

Assistance Act of 1965,.MEDLARS tapes are made av ilable on a regional

basis for bibliographic searching. There are presently eleven MEDLARS

,ttions and eight Regional Medical Libraries participating in an

informational network offering bibliographic and reference services

and interlibrary loans. NLM has a massive interlibrary loan program,

making loans available,in photocopy form. A major problem created by

the large-scale photocopying is the possible violation of copyright; a

1968 legal suit was brought against the National Library -f Medicine

in this regard.

The:Department of Agridulture Libraruwas designated as a

national library in 1962, becoming the Natioaal Agricultural LIBRARY

(NAL) . It compiles a comprehensive listing, the BIBLIOGRAPHY OF

AGRICULTURE, and produces PESTICIDES DOCUMENTATION a bi weekly ind
-

of worldwide literature, and related research. Roth NLM and NAL have

made their catalogs availabl

volumes

LIBRARY

'current

book form. In 1967, the first

of' the DICTIONARY:CATALOG OF-THE NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL:

1662.1965 al re published.

book catala4. (Shachtman)

A Federal Library'Commi t

In 1968 both also began issuing a

was formed in 1965, serving to

promote greater cooperation among the federa

interlibrary lending arrangements, standards

.management common procurement proceddres, a

resources.

libraries through formal

for personnel and

d correlation of



Two years earlier the basic overall plan was adopted for

automation of the Library of Congress bibliographic system, the King

report: AUTOMATION AND THE LIBRARY OF'CONGRESS. One of the long r nge

purposes of the LC automation program was uto enhanc, interlibrary

peration and secure for the individual user the benefits of the

community of library reso ces." (9)

(9) King, p. 3.

In June of 967 a Nati nal Task Force on Autodiation and other

Cooperative Service was announcedby the directors of the three

national libraries establish a national bank of machine readable

cataloging and serial data as w 11 as compatability in subject

headings and classification schemes used by the three libraries.

Several of their rec mmendations on standardizing of automation

procedure have already been accepted including a standarl format for

communication of bibliographic data, MARC-Machine Readable Catal jing.

(Lazero

National legislation haS also played an important ro

inc-reasing cooperation-. In 1936, the LibrarY Services Divisi n was

cr at d in the U.S. office of Education to ua central

ringhouse for library planning and statistics gathering, and a

source of infOrm . n and guidance

(10) iôhnson,p. 330.

The High r Education Ac

or all tyPes of libraries:u (10)

1965 initiated the NPAC program which

directed of CtingreSs to acquire . on acoMPreh'IlSiie has ie'

currently publi d foreign scholarly material and to catalog

promptly. Di 'The next :rear President Johnson established a N t onal

Advisory Commission on Libraries which recommended the establishment
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of a Federal Institute of Library and Information Science, which

should have as one of its major responsibilities the system

engineering and technical direction involved in the design and

implementation of an integrated national library and information

system (1

(11) U.S. President, p. 518.

The Higher Educa ion Act was amen ed in 1968 to include Title VT I,

Networks for Knowledge, as yet unfunded which-- courages the sh ring

f resources by cooperative arrangements among colleges and

universities. (Overhag

Problems of cooperation on a national level 1- elude: 1) t

possibility of more limiting pyright lawS and the unresolved

position of computer data files under copyright, 2) tremendous.costs

of technological innovations necessary to future maintenance of

adequate library service, 3) the lack of a really strong congressional

mandate for the Library of Congress to exert national.leadership, and

4) the lack of a permanent National Commission on Librari s and

Inform tion Science to promote full, L;oordinat-d, and -ffective

library services to all of the nation.

COOPERATION FOSTE ED BY PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION Library

associations have developed largely because of the need for

cooperation among libraries. Cooperative effort h s been a priMe

focus in the program he American Library Association founded in

1876, the. Medical Li rary 1898 the American Association of Law

Libraries, 1906,, the Special Libraries Association 1909, and others.

one .that h s contributed nOtably to cooperative efforts is:the

Association of.illese4rth Libraries, formed i- 1932, Its 'oblect 1 "bY

cooperd:tiv,efor't to develop and_ increase _th usefulness of-the
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research collections in American libraries." A Council of National

Library Associations was deemed necessary in 1942 "to promote a closer

relationship among the national library associations of the U.S. and

Canada 1 In 1969, two libr ry associations specifically designed to

promote cooperation wore founded. One, the Association of Cooperative

Library Organizations has the aim of providing "a channel for the

exchange of information on cooperative ventures and to disseminate

information about significant developments In library progr ms." T

other, the Assoc ation of Caribbean Univer ity and Research Libraries,

hopes "to develop cooperation among member libraries as one of the

first steps in interinstitutional cooperation.

within the American Library Association many units have

played a significant leadership role in promoting cooperation. Its

committees have since 1877 developed several editions of national

cataloging codes. As early as 1896, ALA's publishi g section printed

encouraged the

A Cooperative

of Congress,

catalog cards. It was an ALA committee which in 1

Library of Congress begin its card service. The

0

A

Cataloging Committee, in coniunction with the Library

initiated a program in 1932 for LC to receive and edit card copy from

cooperating libraries for nw foreign books and mon graphs, state and

city publications, and dissertations. (Downs, 1945) The ALA's

Committee on Coordination of College Libraries passed the first

inter-library loan code in 1917. (Winchell) This code has sin6e been

revised several times, and a standard form devised. The Resources and

Technical Services nivision of ALA presently has a Forms

Standardization Committee and has developed phot aphic,

bibliographic, book catalog, and reprinting standards. ALA has also

published standards for public libraries and junior college and

college libraries.

The Special 'Library A sociation publishes SPECIAL

resource directory
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one hundred special libraries in twenty-three subject fields. The sLA

through its geographical chapters and subject divisions has

coordinated efforts in the entire country. It has issued four

national directories of libraries and three directories of resou ,es,

and has encouraged union lists of serials, one of the major being THE

UNION LIST OF PERIODICALs IN SPECIAL LIBRARIES IN THE NEW YORK

METROPOLITAN DISTRICT, published in 1931. SLA established a lending

1)6(31 of special subject classification schemes. SLA has also promoted

book exchang,_ by a routine for circulating lists of duplicate

materials. (Burlington)

The Association of Research Libraries has participated in a

large number of cooperative projects. Since its first session, the

organization has initiated or sponsored efforts in the areas of

centralized cataloging, co perative acquisitions, interlibrary loans,

joint microfiiming protects, union catalogs, and bibliographic

centers. It was the ARL which sponsored the project to first publish

the Library of Congress catalog in book form. ARL was the major force

behind.the Cooperative Acquisitions Project which obtained material

from Europe during the war, and later became the Farmington Plan.

(ARL, 19-40) It created the cooperative Foreign Newspaper Microfilm

Project, the prototype for such endeavor-, (ARL, 1955) ARLIs Shared

Cataloging Committee was also largely responsible for developing th

NPAC program which in 1965 accelerated processing and encouraged more

comprehensive collections on the part of LC. (ARL, 1965)

The ALA Council three years ago adopted as one of i s '"Goals

Action" the development and support of a national system for

information retrieval. Upon initiative of the ALA Resouro-s and

Technical Services Division with support of the Information Sciences

Reference Services Divisioq and"with
and Automation

the cooperation of eleven

Office of Education Bureau

Division and

1ReS

organizations, the U S.

eh funded an ALA proposal for the
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present invitational conference _n interlibrary communications and

networks.

Profeional'associations are as strong as their membership.

Cooperation among associations has been all too scarce. Funds for

research come almo t entirely from outside agencies or found tions.

Improved financial support is desirable since they have accomplished

and can accomplish so much to advance interlibrary cooperation for

more effective information services.

COOPERATION AT THq INTERNATIONAL LEVEL: Library associations have

played an important role in international library coopera_i n ever

since 1877 when several librarians who had attended the first ALA

Convention went to London to attend the founding conference of

Library Association. (Utley). The first international organization to

achieve any influence in librarianship was the International

Federation for.Documentation (FID) , founded in 1395 as the

International Institute of Bibliography.

In 1924, the League of Nations established th Institute of

Intellectual Cooperation which arranged international conferences

librarians and was responsible for bibliographies such INDEX

BIBLIOGRAPRICUS and INDEX TRAM LATIONUM. The next organization o be

founded was the International Fed ration of Library Associations

(IFLA) , created 1927. Since World War the United Nations'

Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) has been

responsible for an ambitious program of publicati ns which have"

assisted librari in all countries.

LIBRARIES, begun in

international intere st.

1947, is dev'eted

711°

The UNESCO BULLETIN FOR

to library Matters of

Fier ce A' eem nt 1958 ConCluded

under the u pices of UNESCO has acilitated the free circulation of

international publications by reducin or eliminating tra and ta i

barriers n addit n, UNESCO has supported FID in its Work
. .

in

4
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developing thP Universal Decimal Classification, and "IFLA has

succeed in achieving important stages in international cooperation,

as, for instance, the agre ment on international interlibrary loan in

1954 and the International conference of Cataloguing Principles hell

in Paris in 1961 with the help of UNESCO " (12)

2 Wormann, p. 347.

Another international organizatIon, the international Atom

Energy Agency, (IARA), has developed a cooperative scheme to

disseminate atomic energy Information -- the International Nuclear

Information System,_to begin operation in 1970. Member states will

put into a data bank the full text of articles on nuclear science with

a bibliographic desoriptien, keywords, and an abstract. This

information will then Le made available.fr m the IAEA on magnetic tape

or microfiche. (Woolston) The American Union and the Asia

Foundation have also contributed much ti interlibrary develpmen

Most countries have significant examples of interlibrary

c operation, yet only a few example8 from one country will he--
mentioned.. Great Britain has deVeloPed a. nUtber of c operative

programs among its libraries.

NATIONAL BIBLIOGRAPHY (BNB)

(Jefferso

ablished

The comprehensive BRITISH

950 is a. product of

cooperation among the British Museum the Libra

Publisher's! Association, and seven Other:bodies.

Commerce) In

developed whereby librari

specific subject and agree to bliy every

their assigned spbject An InterreglOn

book listediin,the

l'Coverage Scheme,

expansion of the above, began in 1959 to cocardinate all the regions

into a national system. (Estergnest, 1961 ) British publishers adopt

in 1 967 a Standard Book Numbering System which, will undoubtedly have
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an effect on interlibrary cooperation throughout the world. (Standard

Book N4mbering)

There has been international cooperation due chiefly to the

efforts of UNESCO which has the funds available to promote

cooperation and the authority to call conferences. Unfortunately, on

a national level, resolutions resulting from Such conferences

generally have only the effects of a recommendation. The major

problems confronting international cooperation of libraries is the

voluntary nature of commitments. Every country must accept the

standards of the group on a voluntary basis. Cataloging and

transliteration rules are good examples.

DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS'BY FUNCTION

BIBLIOGRAPHIC COOPERATION: one of the most important trends fostering

interlibrary cooperation has been the development of bibliographic

compilations. American libraries have developed resource lists union

lists, bibliographic centers book catalogs, and union catalogs.

The earliest national resource list, indexed by subjeat and

describing library collections and catalogs, is William Lane and

Bolton's 1892 NOTES ON SPECIAL COLLECTIONS INCharles K. AMERICAS'

LIBRARIES. This resource directory has

number f similar directories.

"A complete record of the boldings for a given group o

been.followed by a large

ibrariPs of material f given type in a certain field or on a'

parilcular subjectu is a union list. The first major national union

list was Behry C. BoltonIS A CATALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL'Th
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PERIODICALS (WaShington: Smithsonian Institution, 1885), though this'

list did not give exact statements of holdings. Following the Bolton

list, suggestions for a comprehensive,.national list, indicating exact

locations,. culminated in 1927 with publication of the UNION LIST op

SERIALS ..., having entries for 75,000 serial titles and listing

holdings for 225.libraries. "It wa- rightly hailed as the most

notable bibliography ever sp nsored by American libraries ..." (13)

(13) UNION LIST OF SERIALS IN LI RARIES OF THE UNITED

STATES AND CANADA, 3rd ed. (N.Y.: Wilson, 1965),

preface.

The third edition of the UNION LIST OF SERIALS ..., published in

1965, con ains 157,000 entries locating journals in 956 libraries.

In addition to periodical union lists, American libraries

have cooperated t- produce union lists of newspapers., foreign serial

documents, microfilm, and manuscripts. These union lists have all hai

a pattern -of development similar to that of the UNION LIST OF SERIALS.

They have used pr vious lists-in compiling their list have invited

cooperation of large numbers of libraries have been aided by a

foundation grant, have been sponsored by an a sociation, and h ve

re eiv d assistance from the Library of Congress.

Union catalogs are an important form of bibliographic'

cooperation, made possible by uniform catal ging rules and standard'

sized catalog cards. In 1901 the Library of Congress began Minding

the first national union catalog by collecting cards from government

ublic,--garvord-University-

others.

and from the New York Public Boston

the John Cr rar,Library, and several

The Union Catalog was arran Od in single author alphabet by

1909 when the contributions of cards from nine librarie

accum ted ichardson) In 1927, the American Library Ass
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secured a grant from John D. Rockefeller, Jr. to finance a malor

expanSion of the union catalog. (Schwegmann)

The first major regional union catalog was organized in 1909

in California incorporating primarily public library catalogs.

However, major union catalogs increased sharply in number between 1932

and 1940 when sevente-n catalogs were established, many through the

assistance of the WPA. (Berthold) A number of those regional catalogs

were added to the National Union Catalog so that by 1968 the National

Union Catalog contained more than 16,000,000 cards, representing about

10,000,000 titles.and editions. (Williams, G.)

During the nineteen thirties, with the as_istance o, WPA,

another form of bibliographic cooperati n w s developed -- the

bibliographic center. These canters maintain union catalogs for their

respective area and serve as centers for the exchange of interlibrary

loan information. Tey have maintained large collections of printed

bibliography, including LC catalogs. The centers depend upon

financial support from their member institutions. The Bibliographic

Center for Research, Rocky Nauntain Region, Denver, was established in

1934 as a biblio4raphiaal collection which would serve the needs of

Colorado libraries Thp Pacific Northwest Bibliographic Center,

Seattle was founded in 1940 with a Carp gip grant of $35,000 to the

One of-the problems of these

t t- is the passibility they Will atrophy if th y do not imProve

Pacific Northwest Library Association.

-accessibility through regional nnion tatalogS-in book f_rm or'on Iinp

terminal acCess cent materials.

Another bihliographic'trend has been the increased use of

catalog of an American library was
book catalogs; The

the Harvard college Library catalog published In 1723= The site of

and-the cost-of book catalogs were major factors

between the 11370's and thp 195

k.catalog yet. published
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BOOKS REPlESENTED BY LIBRARY OF CONGRESS PRINTED CARDS ISSUED TO JULY

31, 1942, published by Edvards Brothers, Inc.,

for the Association of Research Libraries.

When the ALA's Board on Resources Sub-committee on the

National Union Catalog urged an expanded printed author catalog which

would include entries of other libraries, LC began in 1956 publishing

the National Union Catalog in book form. (Cronin) in 1963 the ALA and

Ld decided to publish the National Union catalog (prior to 1956) in

book form, and contracted with the firm of Mansell/Information

Publishing Limited in England for s publication. The first volunes

of THE NATIONAL UNION CATALOG PRE-I 56 IMPRINTS were published in

1968. There are presently ov r five hundred libraries participating;

therefore, the publication of this catalog will be a culminating

effort of union catalog development.

The trends in bibliographic cooperation seem to point to

lists of resources which cover more titles and record the holdings of

more libraries development of bibliographic centers on a regional

basis, -a more comprehensive national union catalog, and finally, a

pattern of computer based indexes and abstract services.

Ann Arbor, Michigan,

ACQUISITrON5 COOPERATION: Libraries continue to purchase publications

which will serve the needs of their particular coumunity. Hovever, as

librarians have'beceme better informed of national resources through

e aid of uniOn lists nnion catalogs, and resrurce lists, th v have

begun te think of their holdings within a larger frame of reference,

'as segments of a naUonal resoUrce (14) Some forms of

acquisitions cooperation are -pecializa ion agreements,-

*t447!-..0-bi4,444-J00.0.



exchange arrangements, photocopying of important res

material, and shared book storage centers.

An early specialization agreement was made be we.n the New

York Public Library and Columbia University Library in 1896 whereby

certain subject areas were allocated to one library or the other.

(Johnston) In the same y ar, the Chicago Public Library, the John

cr rar Library and the Newberry Library divided subject

respon ibilities in acquisitions. (Martin)

On a local basis, acquisitions specialization was.prevalent

duri 9 the late 1930's and the early 1940's. In 1941,'the ALA Board

on Beeources convened a meeting of librarians to undertake a national

plan for resources sp cialization, yet this conference and a similar

reg onal conference in the Pacific Northwest in 1943 failed to produce

any last ng results. The failure evidently resulted fr m the need of

tch
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each institution to serve its particular teaching and res.arch

pr gram. (Esterquest, 1961) One might also say that when funds are

scarce (e.g. from the Depression) a library must meet its essential

local needs, and in more affluent times extra resources can b

afforded through cooperative or division-of-responsibility

arrangements.

A major change in the attitude of institution oward

ional specialization agreements occurred as a result of World War

II. Due to great concern about the feasibility of acquiring Edropean

research materials, the Library of CongresssPonsored a Conference at

Farmington, Connecticut in 1942 As a result a committee headed by

Keyes Netcalf was aPpointed to develop a plan which later became known

as the Farmington Plan, the first nationwideispecialization agreement.

(KilliaeS,i The proposal-establishing this plan uProposal for a

division of responsibility among American libraries in the acquisi on

-wase-:.apprOyed14...ARL in k,194.4.4n4_'

ifOrkisT plans IiereAraiin Alty '044) -eThese-working:Papers were"
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used by the 1946 LC mission to Europe, the Cooperative acquisitions

Project, through which 115 aibraries ultimately received 800,000

volumes according to subject allocations.

The experience of the Coop -ative Acquisitions troject

stimu_ ted acceptance of the Farmington Plan. Begun in 1948 with

three Western European countries, the plan was designed to acquire at

least one copy of each new foreign publication according to a subject

scheme, to list it in the National Union Catal g, and make it

avail ble for interlibrary loan. Ry 1961 the plan covered 146

countries, and libraries had country and/or subject responsibilities

(Williams, E.) The plan is now being reassessed in view of the PL480

and NPAC program. (current Notices)

In 1994 Public Law 480 made available surplus agricultural

products to soft-currency nations. These countries purchased produce

with local currencies which accumulated unspent. In 1961 the Library

f Congress, supported by ARL and the American Council of Learned

Societies sponsored legislation for a plan to acquire publications of

India, .Pakistan, and the United Arab Republic using unspent local

currencies. The Public 480 Plan Arpanded to six countries by 1965

and 1,531,745 items were sent to American libraries. L. maintains

oversea s selections teaas in the countries involved; LC publishes

accession lists for these acquisitions and the libraries contribute

funds for cataloging. (Skipper)

LC initiated a major centralized acquisitions program when in

1965 Title TIC of the Higher Education Act authorized feder 1 funds

"for the purpose of. 'acquiring so far as possible all libra

materials curren ly published throughout the world which are of value

scholarship.



2he NPAC program.has also established regi nal ofEires in

under-developed areas of Asia and Africa and th'se offices have

published accession lists and helped libra

not available in the trade. (U.S.Library of Congress. Processing

Department, NPAC PRnGRESS RelPORT, no. 10).

In 1941 a group of Colorado college librarians proposed

cen ralized book buying. However, no project resulted until 1967 when

a study indicated the feasibility of establishing a centralized
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secure publications

pr cessing center for Colorado academic libraries. (Leonard) With

the support of a National Science Foundation grant, the C lorado

Academic Libraries Rook Processing Cent r b gan a one year experiment

last year. The Center processes book o ders, catalogs these books,

and physically prepares them for nine institutions.

Centralized buying for res_ r h libraries h s also b een

accomplished through agents. In 1944, Keyes Metcalf proposed a

documents expediter, an agent who would help secure documents which

were not issued through the U.S. Superintendent of Documents, since

there was concern on the part of libraries that they would not be able

to secure declassified d cum nts from the war period. In 1946 a

documents expediting office was set up in the Library of Congress

sponsored jointly by the ALA, ARL, SLA, and AALL. (ARL, 1946) In

1967/68 the Library of Congress reported 142 subscribers to this

coopera ive centralized service received some 241,000 items.

Sending eents to foreign countries for the procurement of

libra y maerialz may have had its beginning in 1911 with Walter -

Lichtenstein s buying`trips to Europe and Latin America on behalf of

h later

SALAM (Seminars on the Acquisition of Latin American Mat ials)

Northwestern University and other American libraries.

recommended that a com

materiais for acad

cial .agent used to procure Latin American

Mic..libraries And as. a

Cooperative Acquisi.t

result the Latin American

was organized in 1960 by the

28
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Univarsity of.Texas, the New York Public Library, and Stechert-

Hafaer, Inc. Currently there are thirty-eight libraries subscribing

to the plan and the Library of Congress is providing rush cat loging

for LACAP materials. (Shepard) A total of 19,791 imprints from Latin

America were shipped to this country during 1960-65 undar the LACAP

plan. (Savary)

Exchange arrangements are another important form of

cooperation in the area of acquisitions. The first suggesti n for art

American ex hange came from a French citizen, Alexandre Vattemare, in

1839. In 1848 the Smithsonian Library sent its first publication out

to institutions throughout the world; and by 1850 Mr. Henry, the

Secretary of the Smithsonian, reported that "most -f the dist nguis ed

foreign literary and scientific societies have placed the Instituti n

on their li t of Exchanges." (16)

(16) U.S. Library of Congress, 1953. p. 10.

when the

Library associations have had exchange systems since 18 9

dical Library Association established its exchange

operatibn. The Association of College and Reference Libraries (ACRL)

established the Periodical Exchange Union in 1940, now called the

Duplicate Exchange Union. It functions by circulating lists of

duplicates to libraries in the order of the size of th ir collections.

The most active exchange organization in the world is the

U S. Book Exchange which succeeded the American Book Cent r for

. War-Devastated Areas. It was established in 1949 with the assistnnce

of a Rockefeller grant. (acAnally) Stock is sufficiently

large, four million it ms, to allow both American and f:oreign

libraries to send and r ceive duplicates.

One of the moreimpor.tant.trends:inacguisitions has been the

coop rative m crofilm projects' for dissertatio s domestic and foreign,
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foreign newspapers, official gazettes, and archival materials. A

prototype was developed when in 1938 Harvard University secured a

grant from the R ckefeller Foundation for the purpose of currently

microfilming a number of major foreign

were offered for sale to other institu

this project was transferred to ARL as

1956) Another important

newspapers, and positive copies:

ions. After fourteen years

a shared-copy plan. (Weber,

fort has been the attempt to register in

one list all the master microfilm copies.

In 1965 a Center for the coordination

tablished at the Library of CoagreCopying

oreign Manuscript

with a grant f nt

the Council on Library Resources (CLH). It has proved _ffective as a

clearinghouse for microfilm projects since it enables libraries to

cooper.te in the microfilming of manuscripts like the Austrian State

Archives dealing with foreign affairs during the 19th century, thus

lowering the costs and avoiding duplication of efforts. (ARL, 1969)

President Eliot of Harvard had in 1902 advocated a storage

facility for little used materials; and it was in Boston,

in. 1939, that this idea was discussed informally again. Two years

later the Massachusetts legislature chartered such an institution; The

New England Deposit Library. (NEDL), Which opened in 1942 as a storage

lib ary owned and operated by:eight libraries. ( etcalf) Th- primary

purpose of the- depository was-Iow cost storage. By-1960 the-

eleven Boston-area members of-NEDL.-

John Fall. and Keyet Metcalf carried o t a survevfor thirteen

univer ity presidents'in the-Middle- We-s- -whiCh-recoftended a storage

indOrpOrated in 1949-as the -Midwest

InterLib ary Center4ChiCagOwith the Aid. of:grantS-frOm ;the

RockefelleT Foundation the Carnegie Corporation totalling

1 000 000 and opened in 1951 with ten univeristy libraries as

locame bers, Now called the Center for .Research=tihraries,

in Chigago.,- It! original -parOose w ho us organize -service', nd
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under. certain circun.tnces to own, infrequently used materials.

(Fischer) This last purpose has been the most .important facet of -he

Cent r s work. ARL recently urged all of it- members to join thP

Center which presently has fifty full and associate members and a

collection of approximately 2,750,000 volumes. (ARL, 1970)

A third storage center, the Hampshire Inter-Library Center,

was established in 1991 by Amherst, Mount Holyoke, Smith College, and

the University of Massachusett . This center is primarily a storagp

center for little-used serials and it has a small acquisitions fund

for expensive sets and rarely consulted serials. (Harrar) Recentiy,

another storage center was e tablished for medical libraries in New

York, the Medical Library Center of New York. (Kilgour)

Acquisitions cooperation is not possible without strict

adherence to specialization,agre ments which require some monitor n4.

Even formal agreements do not have the standing of a binding

contractual agreement; furthermore, the only agreements that are

viable are those among consenting parties continuingly convinced of

their merits.

CATALOGING COOPERATION; The general trend interlibrary coop ration

in cataloging has been toward centralized ca aloging. There have been

four major developments: centralized cataloging, coop rative

cataloging, cataloging-in-source and shared cataloging. The Libr

f Congress has been heaVily'involv d in all of these developments..

Centra ized cataloging, or cata oging done by a centra,1

agency, has had a lo g history starting with the Smithsonian

Institution in 1853. The Library Bureau offered centralized card.
.

services to libraries in 1894 and ALA took over these services

1896. In 1897 R. Bowker suggested.that the Library of Congress

undertake a centralited card service, and the .ALA Fublis

tile Library, CengreSS reached -a greet n. 1

ing Board and

01 whereby the
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latter was to.supply printed cards for current books. In 1967/68, t-hp

LC Card Service reported that approximately 25 000 libraries, firms

and individuals bought 78,767,177 cards.

Cooperative cataloging or the supplying of c py to a central

agency began in 1901 when the Library of Congress received copy from

other libraries for the printing and distribution of cards. ThP

Library of the Department of Agriculture was the first library to

contribute. In 1910 LC asked the libraries receiving LC card sets "on

deposit" to SUpply copy for the card service ani about one-third

agreed to assist the Library of Congress. A cooperative Cataloging

Division was formed at LC in 1932, but recently librarie, have

submitted copy directly to the National Union Catalog. (Dawson)

Cooperative processing an a local and regional level is on

the increase. There has been a large increase in public library

region 1 processing centers since 1958. At a typical processi Cl

center, original cataloging is kept to a minimum and LC proof sheets

are used for cataloging. Unfortunately increasing costs and delays in

cataloging are problems which theso centralized units face. (Hiatt)

Another important cataloging trend, in the public and scho 1

librari fields, is the increase of commercial cataloging services.

The first commercial firm to offer such a service was the H. W. Wilson

Co. in 1938. In 1958 one firm offered both catalog cards and book

preparation and by 1 68 over fifty firms were in the commercial

cataloging business. (Westby) This rise can be attributed to

government support of library purchases; the majority of firms, serv

school libraries.

The Catalogin

ekperiment d signed to

from page proofs,

-in-Sou

expedite LC cata

of 1.98-.59 .wae a one year

OginT. After LC

csimile of the catalog card was published in

ieath- title.. -Alihoult-thia_progr m was much in demand as a cooperative

venture, it was abandoned as financially and technically unfeasible

32
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ibrary of Ceeer , 1960)

The Shared Cataloging Program, the culmination of the

centralized cataloging movement, as mentioned above, was developed as

a part rat NPAC under the Higher Education Act of 1965. In 1964 an ARL

survey revealed thdt f rty-seven research libraries had reported that

an average of 46% of titles acquired received original cataloging.

Therefore the ANL Committee on Shared Cataloging suggested that the

Library of Congress expand its cataloging program. As a resilt, rifle

IIC of the Higher Education Act was passed specifically for the

purpose of acquiring books on a world- ide basis and assuring prompt

catalog ng. In April 1966 LC officials met with officials of the BNB

(British National Bibliography) to arrange both for advance copies at

BNB and blanket order deliveri s of current British imprints. With

such an arrang m nt LC is able to use the data prepared by BNB and

thereby speed up its own cataloging process. When this agreement

proved successful, the Library of Congress immediately set up

procurement centers overseas. (Mumford) The Shared Cataloging

program presently involves a blanket order arrangement with a dealer

in each of the twenty-two countries, advance copies of the national

bibliography of the respective countries prompt cataloging of titles

based upon the cataloging from the national bibliography, and rapid

distribution of cards to more than eighty parti ipating research

libraries. (U.S. Library of Congr ss, 1970)

Although the trend has been toward centralized taloging,

there are major problems which have hampered 'the ability of libraries

o use LC centraliqed cataloging data.

library system not even NUC has all editions

titles, thus much local catal ging must remain.

ca

One is the fact hat no

of all

Urgency f r use

,pressep,maey-libtarieee-,o 'all-types- linabletp i. epr---e.......-..----e -

eCentrallzed-r-coOperat,4v cetaloging- Special4nedepthceilleC Ion_.._. _ .._

and loce j.le;iSt.(#..iCal--b.ibliographic'idipsImerecees. Auireeome



additional locaa tailoring of LC cataloging copy. The problem of the

time required for LC cards to be preduced is still a serious concern.

And, finally, the problem of economically reproducing a card from a

printed book catalog or trade list remains unsolved effectively.

Besides the haunting promi e of cataloging data printed in

the publication, one solution for m king card sets available more

quickly could be LC's MARC service, when it becomes economically

feasible for libraries to use computers for reproducing cards for full

ts with headings presorted for filing.

INTERLIBRARY LOANS. One of the most important facets of interlibrary

cooperation, i terlibrary lending, is on the increase. For example,

in 1927/28 the Library of Congress loaned 3,723 volumes; forty years

later it loaned 258,573 volumes. This marked increase is typical for

all libraries.

The first recorded n te of i t. library loan agreements in

the United States occurred in the LIBRARY JOURNAL of 1876. Samuel S.

Green, librarian of the Worcester Free Public Library, suggested that

lending books between libraries w tad increase the usefulness of the

collecti n. He f rther sugg sted that libraries rather than

individuals engage in the lending. In 1917, the ALA Committee on

Coordination of College Libraries drew up the first interlibra loan

code. It is interesting to note that the code stated: "If a

photographic reproduction would be a satisfactory substitute

librarians shduld al_way

(17) Winchell, p. 14.

stat 'i:e'fh6t1.1 -(17)

This code was ieVised 'in 1940, 1952, and 'in 196.8. A standard

Ihterlibtary loafórm was adopted irt 1951. (6r,idge

.As a c1earinqhuse tke locaticin

34

books aranted on
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interlibrary loans and with the agreement of AK., LC began in 1936 the

system.of circulat:izing research libraries f r books not in LC and

adding informati n to the National Union Catalog when a copy o

title was found. About 82% of requests are nor filled by locating the

titles in the National Union Catalog and, for those not found, by

circularizing in the "Weekly List of Unloc ted Research Books." (U.S.

Libra y of Congress, ANNUAL REPORT, 1968) The National Library.

Medicine began its photoduplication service in 1939; and by 1956, when

it was filling about 95,000 orders annually, it decideto treat

photoduplication and interlibrary loans as a single service. (Kurth)

The Library of Congrees began conducting anyeperiment last year with

a regional switching center for interlib ary loan. The

Bibliographical Center for Research Rocky Mountain Region, Inc.,

Denver will handle requests .vieeteletype transmission on a regional

basis. The requests are s cted to LC if they cannot be fined

regionally. (The Bibl'ographic Center for Research)

The tele pe is now widely'used in this country. One of the

first teletip hook-ups was between the public jibraries of Ra ine and

MilwaUke in 1949. (Uridge) A library telecommunications directory,

upda ed 'through July 1968, contains 416 listings of libraries in the

U.S. and Canada using teletype for interlibrary communications.

(Ove hage)

The teletype is only one of the many new forms of

telecommunication which are being used for interlibrary loan service.

"The first library demonstration of facsimile transmission was in

1948 n an RCA system called Ultrafax was used to transmit the

microfilmed text of GONE WITH THE WIND from Washington's Wardman Park

Hotel to the Library of Congress ntwo minutes and twenty-one seconds

by microwave., (18)
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The Atomic Energi Commis ion developed another telefacsimile system

.using broad band transmission equipment in 1950. About ten years

later, a number of experiments began under the sponsorship of thp

Council on Library Resources These experiments have tested closed

circuit television, the Xerox Tel copier, 5teuartWarner dictaphone

equipment, and Xerox LDX (Long Distance Xerox). Several major

problems of these systems have been identified: low quality of copy,

high cost, inabtiity to copy bound volumes, copyright difficulties as

well as the human factors of considerable time required to bring the

book to the cop er and a surprisingly long time for the requester to

come in'to pick up his copy. Until some of these difficulties can be

overcome, telefacsimile will not be widely used for interlibrary loan.

Interlibrary loan las several inherent problems in adiition

to frequently.inaccurate citations. First, the privilege has been

abused often enough that it-was necessary to specify in the code that

requests are to be "limited to the'unusual items which the borrowing

library does not own and cermet readily ob ain at moderate c t."

Second there is some risk of copyright infringement under present

laws since it is very common now to photocopy materials rather than

send the original. Third, as the population increases, the level of

education in this country rises, librarieso, costs rise sharply, and

more books go 'Lout Of print," libraries will be pressed te senve a

wider and wider audience demanding more and more Specialized material.

Thus, a heavier burden Will -be -placed en.the-national library 3nd the

few research libraries with ektraordinaty colle tions, thereby raising

the possibility of further restrictIons o fees for borrowing. It

will be necessary to develop formal local or regional lending networks

and rely on telefascimile to avoid an imbalance in use of the national

library's resources. The development of international interlibrary

lending codes, first developed in 1954 by IFLA, will also play an

430
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important role in al eviating the inegu ties in access to information.

COOPERATIVE EFFORTS IN AUTOMATION: Interlibrary cooperation in this

area is too new to evaluate historically. Several hundred

institutions are making efforts and having some success. Yet due to

the very large additional expenditures required for major coordinated

achievements he principal contribution to such cooperation is the

result of federal efforts in this field. Under federal libraries

above were described LC's King report and t MARC projects. In March

f 1969 a regular MAPC distribution servi e was inaugurated covering

all,English language publications cataleged by LC. Seventy-eight

libraries are currently participating (MARC Editorial Office) Due

to the succers of MARC, a project te/convert all the 1968 and 1969

English language records into ma ine-readable form was inaugurat

in mid- 969. This program, caLled RECON (Retrospective Conversion)

will Also test the possibilities of converting older English and other

Roman alphabet publicatione. (Grant to Library of Congress)

The New England Library Information Network termed NELINET,

a regional library aut mation project is sponsored by the CLP and

administer.d by the Tiew England Board of Higher Education. On the

basis of a system Ituciy of six New England universities the regional

center began in 1967 to provide three main services to these

libraries: a machine readable catalog data file, catalog data file

searching, aiid the production of catalog cards ook pockets and book

labels. Tne requests are processed in the central processing center

in Camb idge, Massachusetts over Dataphone lines and the prod cts are

mailee to the libraries. MARC is the network's comm nic tions

sta dard. (Nugent)

The first major collaborative ef ort in automation has b en

inued. The Columbia/Harvard/Ye edical LibrarydiP4on

computetixati-O.p proj which ran from 1962 1966 was the first:
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cooperative on-line information retrieval system among universities.

The project was desrign d to use an on-line system for both production

of catalog cards and retri val of bibliographic information. "Harvard

officially withdrew because of other priorities at its library;

Columbia did some cataloging; but it is Yale that has most strongly

continued on its own." (19)

(19) Ups and Downs, p. 129.

Yale ultimately stored over 12,000 titles and used the informat on

for accession lists and catalog card production. The departure of the

project director, storage costs, and technological problems were other

factors which prevented the project from succeeding.

The second project, the Chi ago/Columbia/Stanford

Collaborative Library Sys,em Development Project (CLSD) , was funded by

the National Science Foundation to experiment with the feasibility of

designing generalized automated systems through cooperative effort on

elements of eonograph acquisitions system. This fall the 18-month

project will conclude. Be- use of geographic separation, the

libraries'have found scheduling of meetings to be difficult and

distant communication awkward or misleading. Other problems were

technical terminology, currency and completeness of written

documentation, library procedural differences, differences in hard

and operating systems, individual project timetables, and limited

availability of senior staff. On the plus side, understanding gKew

markedly and it was found tlat systems design specifications could be

jointly developed, design components were defined, pitfalls avoide

and considerable detail was exchang (Fasana)

Eleven libraries are.currently participating in the SUNY

Biomedical CommunicationsNetwàrk Oreviously described in the section

on special Libraries. ehis-netwOrk is designed

38
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computerized union catalog of textbooks and monographs in a consortium

f libraries, lists of journals currently received, bibliographic

searches of MEDLAR tapes, production of MeSH subject heading guide

cards, current awareness or SDI services, recurring bibliographies,

and direct interlibrary communication. The success of this

substantial effort has been a result of "great drive,

ingenuity, firm development support from IBM and a

ommitment of funds by the State of New York ..." (20)

(20) Bridegam 106.-

To date the e perience in automation cooperation has

indidated that it is necessary to determine precise attainable goals,

have strong continuing administration, have financial support from

foundation or agency, and use technically feasible systems.

CONSORTI . A consortium is defined as a contractual arrangement

wherepy two or more institutions agree to pursue between, or

among, them a prcgram for strengthening academic programs, improving

administration, er prpviding for other special needs." (21)

(21) Noore

Such cooperation is not new, but the concept has had rapid growth in

recent years. In 1934 a study of interinstitutional agreements

indica ed there were 113 such agreemen (Sanford) By 1965/66 the e

were 1,0-17 consortiums existence

library as the field of c operation.

enrollments in institutions of higher

of these having the

oorel With increased

learning

courses, and funds stretched to the limit, universities and colleges

found reason to cooperate. This trend has been aided'by the

dem0,

more interdisciplinary
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development of.regional associations which have encouraged

cooperation, and federal legislation which has made funds available

for cooperative efforts.

Most consortia are established for special purposes. The

Southwest Academic Library Consortium was established in 1967 for the

purposes of coordinating serial purchases, developing union lists, ire]

improving interlibrary loan. Twenty academic libraries are

participating and it has received a federal grant for its work.

(Southwest Academic Library Consortium) Eight Texas colleges and

universities signed a 1969 agreement to form a consortium fo, the

purpose of filming Mexican provincial archives. Each institution is

taking responsibility for filming in a geographical or functional area

in collaboration with a Mexican institution. They will share this

film through interlibrary lean. (S minars on the Acquisition of Latin

American Library Materials) Seven Minnesota college libraries and the

James J. Hill Reference Library in St. Paul, in 1969, forred

non-profit corporation, Cooperating Libraries in Consortium, Inc.

(CLIC) which will support joint purchasing of materials. (Con rtium)

An example of a consortium to improve administration is the

1969 agreement by Iowa State Univ rsity, the University of Iowa, and

the University of Northern Iowa to appoint a Coordinator of Automated

Library Services to st'udy areas where coordinated system development

might be possible. He is responsible to an Inter-institutional

Committee of Librarians and the universities share the expenses.

(Iowa University Libraries) And in Ohio, the Ohio College Association

created a Library Center in 1967 to establish a computerized network

center for Ohio's academic libraries which would ultimately become

part of a nationnl electronic network for bibliographic

All of the above consortia are local or regional

create A natiOnal consortium was
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the Interuniversity Com unications Council (EDUCOM), formed in 1964.

EDUCOM is a consortium of over 90 universities whose prime purpose is

to promote the application of communication sciences in support of

higher education. EDUCOM studied the desirability, feasibility and

design of an educational communications system (EDUNET) at a summer

conference in 1966 which proposed a national network connected by

multi-media telecommunications and facsimile transmissions. (Summer

study) EDUCOM has done research for the National Library of Medicine

and has recently completed a study on the technology required to

tablish a National Agricultural Land-Grant Triformation Newtork.

(NAL/Land Grant Network)

The real significance uf this trend toward onsortia is the

contractual nature of the cooperation, including a means for members

to resign from the group when the group's purposes are no longer

relevant for a particular institution. Most consortia ask for

membership fees from the participating institutions, yet they are

generally supported by federal money or a foundation grant. A.

distinct benefit of a consortium is the modest cost of participation

for a much greater extension of resources and Services. Thus, the

consortium is an important f rm of library cooperation.

.CONCLUSION

The history of interlibrary cooperation makes it evident

that there are several conditions necessary for effective cooperation.

must be innovative individuals to identify the need for

coopera ion and to recommend a course of action, often through a
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strong library association. Quite obviously the need must be clear

and the anticipated rH ults worth the effort. Second, the cooperative

program needs the acceptance and leadership of at least one major

institution. Third, the proposals for action need the monetary

support of foundations or assistance from f deral grants with

realistic plans for continued financial support. Most forms of

cooperation require rather modest funds, but not th se based on

sophisticated technology. Fourth, a suitable technology must be

available when ne ded. Finally, the program needs the willingness of

the participants to surrender a certain amount of self-sufficiency and

independence. When all of these conditions are met, there appears to

be no obstacle to cooperation.

One major problem facing interlibrary coopera ion is

geographic in nature. In order for libraries to'..tore an increasing

amount of material at distant locations, it i s incumbent upon-the

librar an to assure that this mat,rial is locally available as gui-kly

and as economically as possible.

Another constraint on the development of interlibrary

cooperation is political in nature. Public support of libraries is

still inadequate. Enabling legislation is limited and funding is

generally modest. The, fear of loss of independent action personal

status, and institutional pride is also strong in l cal and state

institutions. Copyright is another legal c nstraint.

Cost is another major problem facing interlibr6ry

cooperation. Where budgets are already stretched, any sizable

innovation carries incremental c sts that require additional

appropriations -- new revenue mu t be found rather than existing funds

from the developments of

computer technology, it is necessary to have very considerable

additional

diverted. For instance, in order t benefi

fUnds. A large number of the major innovations in

cooperation since 19 6 have been funded by the Council on Library

42
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Resources (CLR), a private corporation created and funded by the Ford

Foundation, or by the National Science Foundation, or the U.S. 0 fi

at Education.

Technological barriers are another problem preventing

int rlibrary cooperation. The lack of inexpensive computer storage,

telefacsimile devices, a cataloger's camera, and inexpensive

t l communications have prevented the rapid local use of centralized

collections and services or shared bibliogr phic data.

One more problem facing interlibrary cooperation is widely

differing standards. Local variations in forms, cataloging code

statistics, and profe sional standard makes interlibrary cooperation

difficult, nany libraries using Lc cards, for example, make costly

changes in the data because they are unable or unwilling to accept it

as a local standard.

The history of interlibrary cooperation has indicated soma?

the serious problenis whi h still hamper interlibrary cooperation;

has also revealed some possible solutions. Some of the trends noted

in this paper can suggest directions interlibrary cooperat on might

take in the future. Prototypes May be found in t e Center for

Research Libraries, the StJNY Biomedical network, LC's MARC service,

the Rocky Mountain Bibliographic Center, and the consortium type of

structure. It is important for libraries to be aware of cooperative

needs, and to work tOgether to develop extended services. Their

future may dep nd upon It. Although there are s veral fiscal,

technical, and political limitations to interlibrary cooperation, the

trend of library hlstory has been towards increasing interlibrary

cooperation, and, when conditions are right there appears to be no

theoretical limit to such cooperation.
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